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Abstract:  Targeting youth with a solutions-based Soil Health science curriculum is not only timely, 
but essential in changing the outlook and attitude of future generations towards soils and the 
importance of soil stewardship. Soil Health is inextricably linked to some of the most important 
issues facing our planet and future generations, from a warming climate and increasing 
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extreme weather events, to toxic buildup of waste streams and contaminants, to fresh air and 
water, to the very food quantity and quality on our tables each and every day. As it stands now, 
student enter college with little to no comprehension of the importance of soils in our everyday 
lives, with desire to address global issues, but without the toolbox to even understand where 
the roots of the issues lie.  We hope to begin to develop a series of simple, soils-based STEM 
curriculum targeting elementary school-age children through partners in the Palouse region 
(please see “Team Members” section below), to learn what is most effective and eventually 
leverage more extensive programs across the state while also establishing web-based tools for 
educators and children to engage in soil science and soils education.  
 
 
Project Description: We are targeting K-12 (mostly K-6) educators of all kinds, as well as web-
based curriculum development entities (e.g. Dr. Universe) to increase soil health awareness in 
school-age children. We intend to emphasize importance of soil health and stewardship and 
provide the science basis for educational programs.  We also intend to engage in soil science as 
a part of the WSU Soil Health Initiative and build a repository for resources and curriculum 
based in an “Education” section on the Soil Health website.  The impact of these activities and 
products initially will be to raise awareness of the Washington Soil Health Initiative, WSU’s role 
in that initiative, but primarily to give the educators and students (future generations) the tools 
they need to understand global issues and sustainable solutions centered around soils. Ideally, 
we will use the Pullman area partners as a model system to expand around the state as the 
initiative gains momentum. 
 
Student Support: This project currently supports one undergraduate hourly employee, Araseli 
Almeida, who is learning about soils as she pursues her undergraduate degree in Education. 
 
Outputs: 

• We have fully orchestrated 2 classes within the PDSC “Earth Explorers” after school 
program: one class called “Where Does Soil Come From?” and one called “Soil 
Biodiversity.” Each class included handouts, interactive discussions, and 2 activities with 
items, books, information, and crafts the students could take home. 

o This work with the PDSC has led to their request for Dr. Sullivan to serve on their 
Science and Education Advisory Committee to help with planning exhibits and 
events for the center.  The short-term plan is to have incorporate soil health into 
the current after school program on “Grow Your Own Food,” and then a “Soil 
Health For a Sustainable Future” exhibit in late 2022. 

• Dr. Sullivan has collaborated with Mrs. Karas-Craine working with the Earth Science and 
Biology classes at the Pullman High School to incorporate soil health awareness into 
planning and executing Vermicomposting bins for those classes with ongoing lectures 
and student engagement for the entire school year.   

• Dr. Sullivan has also developed a “Soil Health Curriculum Toolkit” with over 15 books 
and educational handouts and materials aimed at the K-6 level in soil biology and 
biodiversity, as well as stickers, rulers, posters, bookmarks, and other “goodies” to 
makes soils education fun for kids and teachers.  The first “sample” toolkit has been 
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distributed to the Colville Confederated Tribes through Linda McLean and we await 
feedback from schools, teachers, and 4-H coordinators around the area on this first kit. 

o The hope for this toolkit is that, even when Dr. Sullivan or other soil scientists 
aren’t able to get into the classroom (currently due to COVID constraints) and 
when internet resources aren’t easily available (as is the case in lower-income 
districts), these kits will be a free resource for educators to request for soil 
health education. 

 
 
Future of this Project: 

• Through continued work with Brittany Pearson and Nancy Deringer, we intend to create 
a “Soils Day Camp” and collect many more resources to make available on the Soil 
Health Education website (as soon as that comes online).   

• Working with Carol McFarland on cartoons and visualizations for K-6 education and soil 
biodiversity, we have started planning a youth engagement activity associated with the 
2022 SoilCon, for mid-February. 

• The future of this project is very promising, and relies on continuing the conversations 
that have already started and working with a wide-array of school-based, and out-of-
school educational opportunities.    
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